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What’s your growth engine?



The cost of a sales hire

For a new salesperson on a base salary of $110k, what do you 
think would be their total cost in Year 1?

Poll: 
$110 – 150k
$150 – 200k
$200 – 300k
$300k +



The cost of a sales hire

An average of 
$274k…

plus the 
opportunity 
cost of lost 
sales



Consistent, well-structured sales onboarding can reduce 
ramp-up time from 9.1 to 5.7 months – Sales Management Assoc. 

9 months to sale (“in the pack”)
• $274k cost
• $120k contribution (GM)
• Net cost $154k
• For 10 salespeople: $1.5m

5 months to sale (“sprinter”)
• $274k cost
• $280k contribution (GM)
• Net cost $0
• For 10 salespeople: $0

*Assumes $750k quota and 64% gross margin after commission



Selling

The Onboarding Equation
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Proficiency
Time to Revenue = Learning + Waiting +

Source: Imparta



Speeding up time to revenue
Factor Challenges Solution

Months spent
learning

• Cost and availability of induction training
• Most training builds knowledge not skill
• Everyone has different needs (esp. millennials)
• Content often out of date; retraining is necessary 

Months spent 
waiting (for 
client contact)

• Opportunities to engage clients early on are limited
• Managers are risk averse; new hires often given 

poor leads/deals or made to wait
Months spent
selling

• Sales cycle not considered in deal allocation
• New hires are bad at building momentum

Proficiency
• Bad salespeople can still sell themselves
• Managers don’t know new hires’ strengths and 

weaknesses and aren’t supporting performance 

Agile 
Induction 

Early 
engagement

Focus on 
speed

Selection & 
coaching 
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The GVS&CS onboarding challenge
‘Changing the way 

we live, 
work, play and 

learn’



1. Speed up Learning:
Agile induction 



71%
47%

29%

Cost savings are a benefit
of sales e-learning

Salespeople prefer
e-learning

Sales training via e-learning
is very effective

Source: Imparta/TrainingIndustry research; 235 companies

Sales e-learning is cheaper and more agile than face-to-
face, but not seen as effective…
% agreeing



Kolb’s Learning Cycle

Experience

Reflection
Abstract 

Conceptual
-ization

Experi-
mentation

…because most e-learning doesn’t match how we learn

1) Explain learning 
objectives

2) Show theory

3)Ask quiz questions and 
reflect on answers



Simulations are a great way to create experiential learning



Voice of the 
Customer

Role-plays, tools and 
on-the-job activities

Experience

Reflection
Abstract 

Conceptual
-ization

Experi-
mentation

... powering modules that follow the Kolb cycle…

Simulation Take 1

Feedback and 
reflection

Adaptive theory & 
exercises

Simulation Take 2



… embedded into an adaptive journey…

Key lessons learned:
• Start before day 1
• Adaptive journeys
• Adaptive content within a module
• Remove manager bottlenecks
• Use data to drive completion



… that covers what, how, and where to sell

What

How Where
Sales 

methodology 
‘How to get things 

done here’

Channels, 
target 

customers etc.

Products and 
how to sell 

them



The advantages for Cisco



2. Speed up Waiting:
Early Engagement



Inject new hires into receptive client situations early on 

Sprinters benefit from being introduced into 
the heart of a customer situation early in 
their tenure
• Builds confidence 
• Test-bed for techniques 
• Easier to “leapfrog” from one contact to 

another than to penetrate a cold target
Do it earlier than you would naturally
Consider under-sold opportunities and 
accounts in the ‘comfort zone’



3. Speed up Selling:
Focus on Speed



Choose accounts where speed is possible…

• Rapid buying cycle, or
• Relatively late stage
• Give them real 

opportunities… 
• … then coach hard and 

use shadowing/ 
teaming if necessary



Focus coaching on building momentum

Pain

Gain

UrgencyInaction is 
hurting, but I 
can’t see the 

upside

Action has 
value but it’s 

a “nice to 
have” 

Urgent Need
“I want to start 

yesterday!”

Minor Need 
“Next year or 

never”



Increase Proficiency:
Selection, quality of training, and 

coaching 



Improve your selection process

• Salespeople are great at selling themselves
• Mistakes are very expensive, so know what 

you’re looking for then test rigorously:
• Psychometric and motivation assessments
• Biographical interviews
• Focused interviews
• Role-plays and/or simulations

• Early-warning system for poor hires based on leading indicators



Allow learning to continue after the initial onboarding



Drive adoption and reinforcement



Use data to provide insights to managers



Provide managers with coaching tools and trouble-
shooters, plus coaching training if necessary



Summary



Selling

The Onboarding Equation
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Proficiency
Time to Revenue = Learning + Waiting +

Source: Imparta



The impact of consistent, well-structured sales 
onboarding - revisited

Best of all: 

New hires are 69 percent more likely to remain at the company 
for up to three years 

– Society for Human Resource Management



Digital Sales Academies provide a strong foundation for 
reducing time to revenue and growth thereafter
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Cost

Traditional F2F 
sales training

Sales 
Academy

Traditional sales 
e-learning

Digital Sales 
Academies



Resources



How to Get Better Results with a Digital 
Sales Onboarding Strategy

Questions?
For more information: 

richard.barkey@imparta.com
steve.lunz@imparta.com

@ImpartaInc Imparta www.imparta.com/tivsa/
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